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The Bibliotheca Neerlandica Manuscripta inventories Middle Dutch  
texts and their manuscript sources regardless where they are kept now.

Its main focus:

§ Middle Dutch texts and their authors; 
§ the individuals and institutions that were involved in manuscript 
production (scribes, illuminators, monasteries);
§ the former and present owners of manuscripts. 



§ Documentation system in paper form started by Willem de Vreese
in the 1890s (nowadays c. 25 meters):
– descriptions of manuscripts in 1566 folders filed by present 
location;
– transcripts of Middle Dutch texts in 354 folders; auction 
catalogues, off-prints, photographs, rubbings of bindings.

§ Card file indexes (c. 40 meters).
§ Related: De Vreese’s correspondence (BPL 2998-3000, 3460) 
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Chronology:

§ -1938: private documentation system by Willem De Vreese (1869-
1938), Flemish philologist and palaeographer

§ 1939: deposited in Leiden University Library; becomes a public 
documentation system

§ 1991: conversion to a production database using Pica software for 
library automation

§ 1995: user database as a part of Leiden’s OPAC

§ 2006: user database as a part of OCLC’s Picarta
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BNM database contains information about:

§ c. 16,000 complete codices and manuscript fragments

§ c. 63,000 text ‘manifestations’

§ c. 7,000 authority files for texts, persons, institutions

§ c. 6,000 publications (books and articles)

The CLARIN project ‘e-BNM+’ (2013-2016) has migrated the existing 
data to a new and more flexible database structure, and facilitates the 
ingest of new types of data (BNM-I). 
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Bibliotheca Neerlandica Manuscripta & Impressa (BNM-I) aims at 
enhancing the study of Middle Dutch textual culture, because:

§ it can include new metadata: about Middle Dutch texts in print (up to 
1540); it will inventory not only editions but also every separate copy of 
an edition as a unique source with its unique history. Estimate: c. 
10,000 printed sources.

§ it can link more easily to new data: digital facsimiles and other e-
resources available on the Internet;

§ it enables scholars to include:
— corrections, additions and persistent links
— short articles on medieval authors and texts (lexicon functionality).
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But how to relate to other databases ?

§ Middle Dutch texts in print: linking to ISTC (Incunabula Short Title 
Catalogue) and MEI (Material Evidence in Incunabula)?

§ There are descriptions of the same manuscript in more than one 
database. Should we link to corresponding bibliographical records in 
other databases and online catalogues? Or link to one unique identifier 
for each medieval manuscript? Or create an interface that can search 
several databases simultaneously? (cf. CERL Portal)

§ How to best use available digital facsimiles of manuscripts on 
institutional servers on the internet? Adhere to the IIIF protocol?

§ Database collaboration might facilitate interdisciplinary research.
Example: the study of textual culture in medieval multilingual Flanders 
does not only involve texts in Middle Dutch, but also in Latin and 
French. Scholars will have to combine data from several databases.




















